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DCLEX is a trading platform where trades are settled with USDC and where
      investors can withdraw their stocks to hold them in their Ethereum
      account.
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We combine the security of the traditional stock market with the power of
      decentralized finance in a compliant way.
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Asset-backed

Reusability

Portability

Compliance

Privacy

Secure



Tokenized securities are fully-collateralized. Every digital asset issued by DCLEX on the blockchain is 100% backed by a share of the underlying asset, so that it’s always redeemable 1:1 for the real world asset.
Tokenized stocks are ERC-20 compatible so they can be reused in other applications. Similarly, Digital identities are ERC-721 compatible so they can be reused by other applications seeking compliance or as your ID card in the metaverse.
DCLEX makes it possible to hold securities in self-custody. Now, investors have the ability to hold their stocks right in their pockets. They can store digital assets in their hot wallet for instant accessibility or opt for the maximum security of a cold wallet.
To fulfill the KYC/AML requirements, DCLEX has to identify and verify its customers. Once identified users can claim their digital identity taking the form of a non-transferable NFTs. Those NFTs are then required to be able to interact with stocks on-chain.
Experience the privacy of your trades as long as your assets are within the DCLEX platform. Once your stocks are tokenized on the blockchain, they seamlessly become part of the DeFi ecosystem, providing complete transparency.
Tokenization of securities is limited to well-known large-capitalization stocks that are usually liquid on the stock market. Those securities are heavily regulated and they come with the highest level of disclosure.


Listed stocks

Listed stocks


See all Stocks

AAPL
Apple Inc.
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Amazon.com, Inc.

[image: Amazon.com, Inc. logo]TSLA
Tesla Inc

[image: Tesla Inc logo]NVDA
NVIDIA Corporation
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Meta Platforms Inc
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Microsoft Corp
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Mastercard Inc
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Dropbox Inc
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Uber Technologies Inc
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Coca-Cola Co
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Godaddy Inc
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Pfizer Inc.
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IBM Common Stock
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Electronic Arts Inc
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Bank of America Corp
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Intel Corporation
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Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
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Adobe Inc
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Visa Inc
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JPMorgan Chase & Co
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Oracle Corporation
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Alphabet Inc Class A
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Alphabet Inc Class C
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Walmart Inc
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Zoom Video Communications Inc
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Johnson & Johnson
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PepsiCo, Inc.
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Atlassian Corp
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Unity Software Inc
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Autodesk, Inc.
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Costco Wholesale Corporation
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The Boeing Company
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Nio Inc
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GameStop Corp.
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Broadcom Inc.
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Intercontinental Exchange, Inc
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Micron Technology Inc
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Mongodb Inc
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Coinbase Global Inc
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Ford Motor Company
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How it works
1
Fund your account

In order to be able to do your first trade on the platform you will need
        to fund your DCLEX account with some USDC from your Ethereum account.


Connect wallet


Similarly to how credentials are used in the Web2, crypto-wallets are
          used to log-in to DCLEX platform.


Deposit


You can deposit USDC or stocks to fund your DCLEX account.



2
Trade stocks

The platform provides you with a direct access to the stock market so you
      can purchase stocks you want to tokenize at the fair price.


Buy/Sell


Send Buy and Sell orders to the market and populate your portfolio with
      your favorite stocks.


3
Withdraw

The tokenization process occurs when users withdraw their positions from
      their DCLEX account to their Ethereum account.


Claim Digital ID


You have to claim your digital identity (a non-transferable NFT) which
          will allow you to use stocks on-chain.


Withdraw


You can withdraw your USDC as well as your stocks that you own in your
          DCLEX account.


Security and privacy

Our platform is built around core values of security, safety and trust


It is our duty to act fairly, honestly and in good faith in the best
      interests of investors.

Smart Contracts Audit Report [image: ]Built-in compliance

Digital identities is the key solution to become compliant with
      crypto-regulations. To be able to interact with stocks on-chain users need
      to have a valid digital identity.


Always redeemable

Tokenized securities are fully-collateralized by shares of the stock it
      represents. You can always come on DCLEX's platform to sell your digital assets
      at the market price.


Safeguard of assets

Users' assets are held by our third-party qualified custodians which have
      the highest level of security when it comes to safekeeping of assets.


Transparent disclosures

We are tokenizing shares of publicly tradable companies which have the
      highest requirements in terms of transparent communications.


FAQ

Is there a token named “DCLEX”?



No, DCLEX is not a token itself and is not a public company. If someone proposes you to invest in a token pretending it's a way to invest in DCLEX, it's  surely a scam. If you identify such a scam please contact us immediately.


What do I need to verify my identity on DCLEX platform?



You will need an Ethereum address, your identity card and a bill on which there's your address on it.


On what blockchain do tokenized stocks are running on?



On Ethereum.


Are tokenized stocks backed by something?



Yes, each token issued by DCLEX is backed by a share of the underlying asset. Anyone with a digital identity can come on DCLEX platform to deposit and then sell them on the real stock market.


What do I need to access tokenized stocks?



To be able to interact with stocks on-chain you will need to have a digital identity in your Ethereum address.


What happens if I lose the private key of my Ethereum account?



There's a digital identities recovery process as well as a tokenized stocks recovery process. However, to use those recovery processes users have to pay for the network fees needed to transfer the assets to a new Ethereum address.


Get in touch

If you would like to help transform the future of finance, we want to hear
      from you!

info@dclex.com
Follow us on our social media for updates


Github

Reddit


Twitter



Our Discord server is a place where you can get support


Join now
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Capital at risk

Digital asset prices are subject to high market risk and price volatility.
      The value of your investment may go down or up, and you may not get back
      the amount invested. You are solely responsible for your investment
      decisions and DCLEX inc. is not liable for any losses you may incur. Past
      performance is not a reliable predictor of future performance. You should
      only invest in products you are familiar with and where you understand the
      risks. You should carefully consider your investment experience, financial
      situation, investment objectives and risk tolerance and consult an
      independent financial adviser prior to making any investment. This
      material should not be construed as financial advice. For more
      information, see our 
Terms of Use.


® DCLEX 2024

All listed stocks


	Symbol	Name	CUSIP	Name & CUSIP
	AAPL
	Apple Inc.	037833100	Apple Inc.037833100

	ADBE
	Adobe Inc	00724F101	Adobe Inc00724F101

	ADSK
	Autodesk, Inc.	052769106	Autodesk, Inc.052769106

	AMD
	Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.	007903107	Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.007903107

	AMZN
	Amazon.com, Inc.	023135106	Amazon.com, Inc.023135106

	AVGO
	Broadcom Inc.	11135F101	Broadcom Inc.11135F101

	BA
	The Boeing Company	097023105	The Boeing Company097023105

	BAC
	Bank of America Corp	060505104	Bank of America Corp060505104

	COIN
	Coinbase Global Inc	19260Q107	Coinbase Global Inc19260Q107

	COST
	Costco Wholesale Corporation	22160K105	Costco Wholesale Corporation22160K105

	DBX
	Dropbox Inc	G4027R104	Dropbox IncG4027R104

	EA
	Electronic Arts Inc	285512109	Electronic Arts Inc285512109

	F
	Ford Motor Company	345370860	Ford Motor Company345370860

	GDDY
	Godaddy Inc	380237107	Godaddy Inc380237107

	GME
	GameStop Corp.	36467W109	GameStop Corp.36467W109

	GOOG
	Alphabet Inc Class C	02079K305	Alphabet Inc Class C02079K305

	GOOGL
	Alphabet Inc Class A	02079K305	Alphabet Inc Class A02079K305

	IBM
	IBM Common Stock	459200101	IBM Common Stock459200101

	ICE
	Intercontinental Exchange, Inc	45866F104	Intercontinental Exchange, Inc45866F104

	INTC
	Intel Corporation	458140100	Intel Corporation458140100

	JNJ
	Johnson & Johnson	478160104	Johnson & Johnson478160104

	JPM
	JPMorgan Chase & Co	46625H100	JPMorgan Chase & Co46625H100

	KO
	Coca-Cola Co	191216100	Coca-Cola Co191216100

	MA
	Mastercard Inc	57636Q104	Mastercard Inc57636Q104

	MDB
	Mongodb Inc	60937P106	Mongodb Inc60937P106

	META
	Meta Platforms Inc	30303M102	Meta Platforms Inc30303M102

	MSFT
	Microsoft Corp	594918104	Microsoft Corp594918104

	MU
	Micron Technology Inc	595112103	Micron Technology Inc595112103

	NIO
	Nio Inc	595112103	Nio Inc595112103

	NVDA
	NVIDIA Corporation	67066G104	NVIDIA Corporation67066G104

	ORCL
	Oracle Corporation	68389X105	Oracle Corporation68389X105

	PEP
	PepsiCo, Inc.	713448108	PepsiCo, Inc.713448108

	PFE
	Pfizer Inc.	717081103	Pfizer Inc.717081103

	TEAM
	Atlassian Corp	G06242104	Atlassian CorpG06242104

	TSLA
	Tesla Inc	88160R101	Tesla Inc88160R101

	U
	Unity Software Inc	91332U101	Unity Software Inc91332U101

	UBER
	Uber Technologies Inc	90353T100	Uber Technologies Inc90353T100

	V
	Visa Inc	92826C839	Visa Inc92826C839

	WMT
	Walmart Inc	931142103	Walmart Inc931142103

	ZM
	Zoom Video Communications Inc	98980L101	Zoom Video Communications Inc98980L101





Join the waitlist to get notified when the platform will launch.

Your nameEmail address*By clicking “Join Now” button you agree to the Privacy Policy.Join now
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Report an Issue


To report an issue with DCLEX platform please fill the following form:

Ethereum address*Email address*Subject*Description*Send issue



